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Damaging of composite laminates was monitored during fatigue tests, revealing the formation and propagation 
stages for compressive, tensile, or alternate cyclic loading. Two different laminate stacking sequences, with 
different number of layers, were tested. The laminates consisted of E-glass fibers reinforced orthoftalic polyester 
resin (FGRP) shaped as mats or (bi-direction) woven fabric textile. Preliminary density, calcination tests and 
static compressive and tensile mechanical tests were carried out. Then, tensile (R = 0.1), compressive (R = 10) 
and alternate axial (R = - 1) fatigue tests were performed at different maximum stresses. Tensile cyclic loading 
resulted in crack formation and propagation confirming the findings reported in other studies. On the other hand, 
damage from alternate and compressive fatigue depicted peculiar features. Less extended damage and better 
fatigue resistance were observed for the laminate with symmetrically distributed layers.
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1. Introduction

Composite laminates in service are submitted to loading, includ-
ing cyclic loading, which leads to the formation of internal damages, 
such as matrix fissures, fiber rupture, delamination and microbuck-
ling1-2. Several studies3-7 have addressed the relationships between 
damage formation and propagation and their negative effect on the 
mechanical performance of laminates, which reduces the useful life 
of the material. Reifsnider3 proposed a diagram which demonstrates 
the stages of formation and propagation of damage upon fatigue. 
Transversal cracks are formed in the laminate. Their number increases 
with the number of cycles up to a saturation limit corresponding to 
a certain number of cycles. Reifsnider named this saturation limit 
CDS (characteristic damage state). Delamination then takes place and 
extends leading to full loss of mechanical strength. The composite 
then fails by fiber rupture.

Gamstedt8 also developed a model for damage formation and 
propagation in laminates with transversally oriented fibers with 
respect to the load direction. In that study, the interface between 
transversal fibers and matrix was considered as the region with high-
est susceptibility to damage formation. In addition, the formation of 
such damages would be different in compression and tension. Finally, 
alternate loading would significantly decrease the life of the laminate 
as a result of the combined effect of fiber and matrix debonding under 
tensile and compressive loads, thus increasing the number of cracks 
and, consequently, decreasing its strength.

The present study investigates the damage formation and propaga-
tion during fatigue tests of two composite laminates with symmetric 
and asymmetric distribution of E-glass fiber layers in an orthoftalic 
polyester matrix. Both short fiber mats and bi-direction) woven 
fabric textile were evaluated. Uniaxial fatigue tests were carried out 
for R = - 1, R = 0.1 and R = 10. Different maximum applied stresses 
(R is defined as stress ratio, i.e., the ratio between minimum and 
maximum stress) were also evaluated. Each specimen was tested at 
constant stress amplitude and high-cycle fatigue, above 103 cycles. 

Uniaxial tensile and compression tests were also carried out in order 
to determine the ultimate strength of the laminates.

2. Experimental Procedure

The composite materials used herein were manually laminated 
into 1 m2 plates. Unsaturated orthoftalic polyester resin was rein-
forced with both E-glass mats (5 cm, 450 g/m2) and (bi-direction) 
woven fabric textile (450 g/m2). Two plates were then manufactured 
containing 10 or 12 layers (7 and 10 mm thick, respectively) having 
the following stacking sequences:

[M/T/M/T/M]
S  

Stacking sequences of laminate with 10 layers (C10)  
 
[M/T/M/T/M/M/T/M/T/M/T/M] 
Stacking sequences of laminate with 12 layers (C12)

where M and T correspond to E-fiberglass mats and (bi-direction) woven fabric 
textile, respectively, and s refers to the symmetry of the laminate. Only the C10 
laminate was symmetric with respect to the distribution of its layers.

The above-mentioned laminates are used by the industry for the 
manufacturing of reservoirs in general. Originally they are built fol-
lowing the C10 laminate configuration type. However, in order to get 
better static properties regarding both strength and rigidity around a 
wall section of the reservoir, two extra layers are laminated and the 
C12 configuration is obtained. This procedure leads to symmetry 
problems in that section while the layers are being distributed. Ac-
cording to the results demonstrated in this paper, this practice causes 
fatigue strength losses for the C12 laminate type.

The fiber contents are virtually identical for both laminates 
(38.9%). Thus, variations on the mechanical properties or damage 
formation mechanism can be attributed to the stacking sequence of 
the composite since the orientation of the fibers (woven fabric) is 
constant with respect to the direction of the applied load. 
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The plates were sectioned using a diamond disk (DIFER D252) 
to prevent fiber pullout or any other damage. ASTM D 3039 provided 
the guidelines for the geometry and size of the samples used in the 
uniaxial tensile tests9, whereas uniaxial compressive and fatigue 
samples (R = 10, R = -1 and R = 0.1) were cut according to Mandell10. 
All specimens were rectangular and had the following dimensions: 
200 x 25 mm for tensile and fatigue tests, and 100 x 25 mm for com-
pressive tests. Sample gauge was 127 mm for tensile and fatigue tests 
with R = 0.1; 40 mm for fatigue samples with R = -1, and 35 mm for 
compression tests with R = 10.

Uniaxial tensile tests were carried out in a universal PAVITEST 
testing machine and compressive tests in a MTS-810 servo-hydraulic 
machine. The vertical speed of the plunger was set to 1 mm/min for 
both series of tests. Five samples were ruptured in each set of static 
tests. The results, shown in Table 1, revealed that despite the 11% 
difference in their compressive elastic modulus, the ultimate stresses 
and elastic moduli of both laminates were nearly identical, yielding 
similar resistance to static loads.

Fatigue tests were performed using a MTS servo-hydraulic test-
ing machine. The frequency was set to 5 Hz and depicted sinusoidal 
variation. Stress ratios were R = 0.1, R = - 1 or R = 10. In order to 
plot S-N curves, maximum tensile stress tests were performed at 60% 
of the ultimate tensile stress value of the laminate (for R = 0.1 and 
R = - 1 the ultimate tensile stress was employed whereas ultimate 
compressive stress was used for R = 10). These results were used to 
select the maximum stress values used for all other tests. The tests 
were performed to assure that the number of cycles to failure was 
between 103 and 106, thus characterizing high cycle fatigue. Three 
specimens were tested for each value of maximum stress selected to-
taling 87 specimens. All tests were carried out at ambient temperature 
(25 °C) and 50% relative air humidity. 

Damage evolution during fatigue tests was assessed by establish-
ing both the number of cycles necessary to stop the propagation of 
transversal cracks (damage estate) and the number of cycles for dela-
mination. A digital Kodak – Dc215 camera (1100 x 900 pixels resolu-
tion) was also used to capture the images necessary to analyze damage 
formation and propagation across the laminate (free edges). 

3. Results

Damage analyses of laminates C10 and C12 were carried out for 
each stress ratio used (R = 0.1, R = -1 e R = 10), since the mechanism 
of damage formation and propagation depended on this parameter. 
Damage Formation and Propagation Diagrams (DFPD) were then 
plotted and can be used as a tool to prevent component failure by 
establishing the conditions of damage initiation for each material.

3.1. Damage analysis of fatigue tests with R = 0.1

DFPDs of laminates C10 and C12 tested with R = 0.1 are illus-
trated in Figure 1. Damage occurred in the following stages, which 
are in good agreement with the results obtained by Reifsnider3 who 
carried out damage analyses for unidirectional laminates:

1) Formation of transversal cracks along the entire sample useful 
area (free edge and width) up to the point of saturation;

2) Propagation of delamination formed by merging transversal 
cracks;

3) Fiber rupture and ultimate sample fracture described by the 
S-N curve.

Delamination started sooner for laminate C12 than for laminate 
C10. This was related to the fact that, for the same maximum applied 
stress, crack saturation was observed under 104 cycles for laminate 
C12 (Figure 1b) and above that mark for laminate C10 (Figure 1a) for 
the same maximum applied stress (σmax). The symmetric distribution 

of layers allowed better accommodation of internal stresses11 reducing 
the number of points of stress concentration and delaying the forma-
tion of transversal cracks. As a result, laminate C10 depicted higher 
fatigue resistance, which demonstrated the importance of determin-

Table 1. Mechanical properties of laminates C10 and C12.

Laminate C10 Laminate C12
Ultimate tensile strength 
(MPa)

116.7 ± 7.0 115.3 ± 7.7

Ultimate compressive 
strength (MPa)

171.3 ± 10.0 181 ± 7.1

Tensile elastic modulus 
(GPa)

4.81 ± 0.61 4.5 ± 0.17

Compressive elastic 
modulus (GPa)

4.27 ± 0.28 4.79 ± 0.33

Maximum tensile strain 
(%)

2.45 ± 0.35 2.54 ± 0.24

Maximum compressive 
strain (%)

4.07 ± 0.41 3.92 ± 0.34
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Damage Formation and Propagation Diagrams (DFPD) for lami-
nates: a) C10; b) C12 with R = 0.1.
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ing the point of saturation for transversal cracks on the diagnostic 
of the useful life of laminate composites. In addition, delamination 
initiated in the inner layers of laminate C10 and in the outer layers of 
laminate C12 probably as a consequence of lower fatigue resistance 
of the latter. Eventually, rupture of the outer layers of laminate C12 
took place before the ultimate failure of the sample (Figure 2), which 
was not observed in laminate C10.

3.2. Damage analysis for fatigue tests with R = - 1

DFPDs of laminates C10 and C12 tested with R = -1 are il-
lustrated in Figure 3. The following sequence of events could be 
established:

1) Formation of transversal cracks;
2) Delamination starting at free edges and subsequent propagation 

along the width of the sample;
3) Saturation of transversal cracks;
4) Continued formation and propagation of delamination;
5) Fiber rupture and ultimate sample fracture.
Delamination preceded the saturation of transversal cracks and 

was probably related to the nature of the load applied to the laminates. 
Since R = - 1, laminates underwent alternate tensile – compressive 
load which prematurely resulted in delamination. This revealed the 
importance of the type of load applied during fatigue tests on damage 
formation and propagation of laminates.

Both delamination onset and saturation of transversal cracks took 
place after fewer cycles for laminate C12 (500 - 104 cycles, Figure 3b) 
compared to laminate C10 (103 - 105 cycles, Figure 3a) for a given 
applied maximum stress, thus resulting in lower fatigue resistance of 
laminate C12. This was probably related to the symmetry of laminate 
C10, which not only delayed the saturation of transversal cracks but 
also hindered delamination, mainly in the outer layers of the laminate. 
This is shown in Figure 4, which portraits a series of images sequen-
tially recorded after various numbers of cycles, N, during fatigue test 
of laminate C10 submitted to σmax 

= 69 MPa. The number of cycles 
to rupture, N0, was 4400. Delamination occurred in the inner region 
of laminate C10 (Figure 4) but randomly for laminate C12 (Figure 5, 
R = -1, σmax = 46 MPa, N0 = 17500 cycles).

3.3. Damage analysis for fatigue tests with R = 10

DFPDs of laminates C10 and C12 for R = 10 are shown in 

Figure 6. Damage formation and propagation took place in the fol-
lowing order:

1) Delamination started at the free edges.
2) Propagation of delamination along the width of the sample.
3) Fiber rupture followed by ultimate fracture.
No transversal cracks were observed for R = 10 in either laminate 

as a consequence of the essentially cyclic compressive load applied 
to the laminates. The absence of tensile stresses limited rupture 
to the final stages of the fracture process. Compared to laminate 
C10, delamination started sooner for laminate C12, i.e., between 
400 and 10300 cycles for laminate C12 and between 2100 and 
90000 cycles for laminate C10 for the same maximum applied stress 
(99.6 - 132.8 MPa). As a result, laminate C12 depicted shorter useful 
lifetime. The formation and propagation of delamination along the 
free edge of laminate C12 is shown in Figure 7 (σmax = 99.6 MPa, 
N0 = 38700 cycles). Delamination occurred in most of its layers, 
which significantly reduced the useful lifetime of the composite. 
Conversely, delamination was restricted to the inner layers of laminate 
C10 (Figure 8) under similar experimental conditions, resulting in 
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Figure 2. Laminate C12 (σ
max

 = 69 MPa, R = 0.1, N = 18700 cycles, number 
of cycles to rupture, N

0
= 21200 cycles).

Figure 3. Damage Formation and Propagation Diagrams (DFPD) for laminate: 
a) C10; b) C12 with R = -1.

(a)

(b)
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longer useful lifetime. The damage sequences of laminates C10 and 
C12 under the same maximum stress (σmax = 132.8 MPa) are illus-
trated in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. Virtually no sign of damage 
could be observed in laminate C10 after 29% of the fatigue test, 
whereas laminate C12 revealed extensive delamination of most of 
its layers after 34% of the test.

4. Conclusions

• For R = 0.1 both laminates experienced fatigue damage ac-
cording to: formation and saturation of transversal cracks, 
formation and propagation of delamination, fiber rupture and 
ultimate composite fracture; 

• For R = -1 the order of the events leading to fracture of both 
laminates slightly changed to: transversal cracking, formation 
and propagation of delamination, saturation of transversal 
cracks, continued formation and propagation of delamination, 
fiber rupture and ultimate composite fracture; 

• For R = 10 fracture was restricted to delamination, fiber rupture 
and ultimate composite fracture; 
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Figure 5. Damage sequence for laminate C12 tested with R = -1 
(N

0
 = 17500 cycles, σ

max
 = 46 MPa) (free edge region).
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Figure 6. Damage Formation and Propagation Diagrams (DFPD) for laminate 
(a) C10 and (b) C12 with R = 10.
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Figure 7. Damage sequence for laminate C12 tested with R = 10 
(N

0
 = 38700 cycles, σmax = 99.6 MPa).
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Figure 4. Damage sequence for laminate C10 tested with R = -1 (N
0
 = 4400 cy-

cles, σ
max

 = 69 MPa) (free edge region).
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Figure 8. Damage sequence for laminate C10 tested with R = 10 
(N

0
 = 3500 cycles, σ

max
 = 132.8 MPa).
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Figure 9. Damage sequence for laminate C12 tested with R = 10 
(N

0
 = 1460 cycles, σ

max
 = 132.8 MPa).

• The number of cycles for delamination initiation (for all values 
of R investigated) is directly related to the fatigue resistance, 
and therefore is helpful to asses to the useful lifetime of the 
composite;

• Laminate C12 revealed delamination of inner and especially 
outer layers whereas delamination of the symmetric laminate 
C10 was restricted to its inner layers;

• DFPDs are tools to estimate failure prevention or damage 
formation as a function of the maximum stress and number of 
cycles. 
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